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DESIGN DEFINITION SIUDY OF A NA,SA/NAVY LIFT/CRUISE FAN
TECHNOLOGY V/STOL AIRPLANE-RISK ASSESSMENT

ADDENDUM TO THE FINAL REPORT

J.M. Zabinsky, R.W. Burnham, C.C. Flora, P. Gotlieb,

D.L. Grande, D.W. Gunnarson, W.M. Howard, D. Hunt,

G.W. Jakubowski, P.E. Johnson, J.P. McBarron,
R.A. McManus, and S. Youth

Boeing Commercial Airplane Company

SUMMARY AND INTRODtJCTION

An assessment of the risk, in terms of delivery delays, cost overrun, and performance achieve-

merit, associated with the V/STOL technology airplane is presented. This assessment ensures
the risks associated with tile design and development of the aircraft will be eliminated in the

course of the program and a useful technology airplane that meets the predicted cost, schedule,
and pertbrmance can be produced.

The technology airplane (model I041-134) is based on an operational multimission Navy
conceptual design (model 1041-133). Tile airplanes shown in figures 1 and 2 are described

in the document to which this is azz addendum. The technology airplane will be used to

examine handling requirements and operating techniques in the low-speed flight regime. In
additJoJJ,-operation over the full-flight spectrum will be demonstrated.

The areas of interest are those connected with V/STOL operation and the related V/STOL

systems. The propulsioJ_ system-the core of the V/STOL airplane-is shown schematically

in figure 3. The engines, fans, gears, clutches, and interconnecting shafts provide the perform-
ance and control in vertical flight. The integration of this system into tile airplane is the basis
for the V/STOL design.

The assessment discussion is treated in terms of six technology areas: weight, structure,
aerodynamics, propulsion, mechanical drive, and flight controls. In each of these areas the

problems that need special emphasis arc discussed and the action taken to eliminate risk is
described.

The tests and associated development required to ensure a low-risk program arc reasonable

and straightforward. Contr,)l of the airplane weight and integration o1' the propulsion system

into the airplane will rece!_e special emphasis, l'he compo_cllls comprising these systems are

all current state of the art and are mostly operational. Some of the propulsion and flight

control components have aot been previously operated together; in gc_eral, lhe 11cw arra_ge-
ments are less demanding lhan the current operational application.
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A discussion of vertical thrust and weigi_t is presented as typical of the performance marghls
that are available, since vertical flight is most sensitive to these parameters. Weight growth is

endemic to the aircraft industry, and for a conventional airplane of this size, a 1900-1b weight

growth is considered possible. !acreases in weight generally occur in exchange for perform-
ance or other improvemel_ts and as a result of detailed design definition. For conventional

takeoff and landing aircraft, this means a small increase in ground roll. On a V/STOL airplane

weight gains are intolerable and will not be lightly traded for performance or other improve-

ments. For this V/STOL aircraft a rigorous weight management program is planned, which
will result in keeping the growth within tolerable limits.

An assessment of the V/STOL performance capability may be obtained from the static thrust

and weight data shown in. figure 4. The static thrust available is plotted as a function of

ambient temperature. Both contingency thrust with one engine out, one engine driving three
fans, and takeoff thrust with two engines driving three fans, are shown. The contingency

thrust at 90 ° F is the base point at 21 000 lb. Most conservatively, it may be considered
constant with temperature with water usage decreasing so that none is required at 60 ° F. If

the water rate is continued (which is the simplest design condition) but no credit is taken for

increased compressor performance, the performance shown on the second line is available
with 21 700 lb of thrust at 60 ° F. This performance is slightly more optimistic than the flat

rating. The third line with 22 500 ib thrust on a standard day will be achieved if the compressor

operation is not limited at the increased corrected speed.

The emergency thrust required is shown as a dashed line. It is the emergency landing weight
times 1.03. At this weight, there are 600 lb of fuel and 370 lb of water/alcoho I board,

which is enough for about 3 minutes of hovering at 90 ° F. On a hot day (90 ° F) there is a

520-1b margin between the thrust available and thrust required. This margin is equal to the
fuel required, in addition to the 600 lb already on board for the VTOL research mission. On

a standard day with a limited compressor output, this margin is 1220 Ib,

i
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1.0 WEIGHT

The operating weight growth of technology demonstrator aircraft is an important considera-

tior because it will reflect the integration of all design and manufacturing ri,;k solutions. It is
also critical in providing for proper aircraft performance. This section will address the Jeeight

impact of items of concern in the individual design technologies m structure, propulsion, and
equipment. The probability of exceeding the preliminary design operating weight estimate

and the weight tolerances provided for in the basic desig,_ are discussed. Plans for the imple-
mentation of a weight control management plan are also described.

1.1 WEIGHT AND BALANCE RISK SUMMARY

Weight concerns on the lift/cruise fan technology V/STOL aircraft are primarily associated
with meeting the engine-out emergency landing weight requirement. The operating weight

level resulting from an analysis of the preliminary design has been adjusted by past aircraft

program weight growth experi::nce to ensure that the technology airplane will meet test

objectives.

The design approach in tae case of model 1041-134 is based on providing for limited weight

growth and understanding the impact of this growth on the design of a V/STOI. airplane.
Table 1 describes tile potential weight risks and solutions in the major airplane systems. As

shown in the table, weight growth allowances for 520 lb or 3% of the operating weight can be
accommodated and still meet the emergency landing weight requirement. This analysis pro-

rides for growth and thrust margins and is based on a payload requirement of 2500 lb, includ-

ing a fuel weight of 600 lb at the emergency landing condition. It is important to note the
basic design at normal operating conditions has excess mission capability, which reflects a

potential fuel and associated weight decrease. However, the airplane balance must be reana-
lyzed to take advantage of the potential weight reduction.

The weight and thrust comparison is summarized in table 2. Weights are shown under two
conditions of thrust augmentation for hot day and standard day with a water injection system,
The table shows 520- and 1220-1b margins between the estimated weight and the maximum

permitted weight. A potential weight growth of 1900 Ib is shown based on conventional
takeoff and landing aircraft and prototype aircraft e::perience. The critical design feature of
these aircraft is minimum DO(', and weight growth (operating weight and maximum takeoff)

is not a limiting case. Whereas on this V/STO/. design, emergency landing weight and availa-

bility of emergency landing thrust are the critical design l\,aturcs. It is recognized that the
increment of potential weight growth on conventional aircraft is greater than may bc exper-

ienced on a V/STOL program bccau._ of the difference in key design objectives, .'llhe ' weight
control and weight management plan (described in ._c. 1.3.2) will be aimed at mmlmmng

weight gro .'th. The weight management program will properly reflect design decisions to
control the _-_eight growth within the allowable 520 lb.
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1.2 WEIGHT GROWTH AND ALLOWANCES

Weight growth as a concern and allowance for controlled growth is discussed in section 1.I.

The specific weight potential growth is also defined. These data were developed based on

previous Boeing experience on the 727,737,747, YC-14, and Buffalo programs. While these
programs have resulted in an average of 11.5% onerating weight increase, there is only a low

risk that an intensive weight control program cannot control the weight growth within the
allowable 520 ib. The projected weight grc_vth will be minimized by an intensive weight

control program that is implemented from design go-ahead. This type of program, although

requiring high initial program manning, has proved successful in weight reduction and also
ensures a lower total cost.

If the weight control is not entirely _uca:ssful, a slight limiting of the operational envelope

will result. For example, the hovering altitude from which a vertical landing of 12 fps can be

made as a function of a possible thrust loss is shown in figure 9. Corsidering a weight

increase as equal to a thrust loss, a safe hovering altitude of 65 ft is possible if the entire

11.5% weight increase occurs.

1.3 WEIGHT CONTROL MANAGEMENT

Especially close control must be exercised in thrust and weight management on a V/STCL

airplane to ensure that flight safety and operational criteria for the aircraft in both modes
are achieved. On the lift/cruise fan technology aircraft a Weight Control ar'd Management

Program will be implemented immediately after design go-ahead to establish stringent controls
on early weight changes and *.o prevent costly weight reduction exercises during later design

stages. There are many contractor interface and management requirements associated with

such a program. The discussions in this section only highlight the major elements of these

requirements in the following areas.

• Weight responsibilities

• Weight and balance control

• Visibility and decision making

1.3.1 WEIGHT RESPONSIBILITIES

Weight control is exercised by involving all levels of contractor and subcontractor management
including finance, manufacturing, and engineering activities. Major plans are made and approved

to control empty weight, balance, and inertia, with all component weights falling under these

controls.

Weight responsibilities arc established for the contractor and subcontractor at the design group

and individual level with a sh;_ring in the definition of weight at the detail level. Current weight

and target weights are defined with emphasis placed on scheduled design1, release, manufacturing,

and flight test. The Director of Engh:eering, Chief Engineer-Design, Chief Engineer-Technol-

ogy, and Weight Staff Chief will support .rnd are involved in establishing target weight levels
consistent with the work breakdown structur.o.

• 4
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1.3.2 WEIGHT AND BALANCE CONTROL

Aircraft weight and balance will be tracked by the Weight Staff and, with Engineering Manage-

ment, will increase or decrease target weights when effects such as available thrust, loads,

allowables, criteria requirements, or configuration change significantly. Weight and balance
reserve accounts established et the beginning of the program will be adjusted accordingly.

Subcontractor and suppLier weight control programs are established to control the weight of

selected major manufactured hardware.

1.3.3 VISIBILITY AND DECISION MAKING

Provisions for management weight and balance- _sibility and decision making is the key to a

successful weight and balance control pros;_.,ln. Plans for the lift/cruise fan technology air-

craft will include the normal periodic :t_.,tus reports to all groups, levels of management, and

the NASA contracting office. In ._.ddition, a specific Weight Control and Management Work-

room display would be establi_q_.ed to provide a scheduled time and place to discuss weight

status, potential changes.._;;d their effect on weight and thrust management. These meetings
would bring all techno!_gy and design engineers having weight responsibilities together with

program managemc_t for discussions and decision making.

5
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2.0 STRUCTURAL DESIGN

The structural analysis and design of the V/STOL technology demonstrator will provide
sufficient structural strength and freedom from flutter at a minimum weight, within an allow-

ance that permits successful performance. The loads and stress analyses will be sufficiently
accurate and complete to minimize conservative material requirements. While the selection

of materials and internal arrangement of the structural members are fundamental to a

successful airframe design, the use of conventional proven materials and a simple structural

arrangement will virtually eliminate any risk due to these factors. The following paragraphs

discuss each of these technologies in greater detail.

2.1 MATERIALS AND ARRANGEMENT

Tile structure of the technology demonstrator will be built primarily of conventional aluminum

alloys, using the 2024 alloy in the wing lower surface and areas critical for fatigue, and tile

nigher strength 7075 alloy in areas such as the wing upper surface. The landing gear will be

constructed of 300M steel or other alloy of similar characteristics. To save weight, control
surfaces constructed of bonded aluminum will be considered. These material selections provide

for assured structural integrity.

Composite structure will be consider d for application to the tail surfaces and fan cowlings.

This is a particularly effective means of reducing weight for this airplane because it counts
double. Both the tails and the fan cowlings are well aft of the airplane center of gravity, and

weight reduction there allows weight reduction in the nose area while maintaining proper
balance.

The wing consists of a two-spar box with the wheel well located between the spars in the

outer wing panel. The leading edges are simple assemblies attached directly to the front face

of the spar with no high-lift devices. The trailing-edge flaps consist of single slotted surfaces
with external hinges. The ailerons on the outer portion of the trailing edge are conventional

in design and installation. The fuselage presents a unique design situation from the standpoint

of having a large side-by-side cockpit with upward hinging canopies, a large cutout in the

forebody for the forward lilt hm, and a cutout il_ the aft fuselage for the supporting structure

for the pivoting engines. Because of the large number of cutouts and the small size, the design

of fail-safe load paths will be given careful attention. Special design emphasis will be applied

to mounting the engines on a crossbeam across the aft end of the fuselage, providing a pivot,

providing for cross-shafting for power transmission, and supplying services for the engines.

The empennage consists of a T-tail installation of conventional design. The fin and the all-
moving stabilator are of two-spar construction with the rudder hinged on the rear spar of the

fin. The structural arrangement is simple with no sophisticated high-lift devices and elaborate

mechanisms.

2,2 LOADS AND CRITERIA

The deisgn of the technology demonstrator will be based on criteria for ('lass VP aircraft as

defined in the MIL-A-8860 series specifications, except that the limit load factor will be 2.5g

at a flight design gross weight of 20 000 lb. Past practice on technology demonstrators has

been to estimate the loads ba._d on theoretical methods and any wi'_d tunnel data that may

be available. Such loads for the V/STOL technology demonstrator are considered to be

PRI_CEDING PAGE BLANK NOT NILME_



accurate within about 10%. The accuracy of the loads predictions will improve to about 5%
with the addition of a loads wind tunnel model.

2.3 STRESS ANALYSIS AND DESIGN

Previous technology demonstrator and prototype programs have held costs to a minimum by

reducing the level of stress analysis and design support to a minimum. This philosophy carries
with it the corollary requirement that fewer details of the airframe will be atialyzed and de-

signed to minimize the margins of safety, and similar details that are not analyzed are covered

by conservative assumptions resulting in the inclusion of excess material. It is estimated that

the YC-14, for example, carries approximately 5000 lb of excess weight in the operating empty

weight to cover design compromises for prototype economies. The V/STOL technology demon-

strator will avoid this weight growth by providing sufficient stress staff and designer support
during the design and release period to analyze all significant details and to design out the
excess material.

Customary structural criteria require that the.airframe be subject to a flight loads survey and a
static test before it is permitted to operate at limit load factor. Prior to this, the airplane is

restricted to 80% of limit load factoc. Since the V/STOL technology demonstrator will fulfill

all required performance objectives with an operational load factor of 2.0g, it is considered
adequate to provide for a proof load test of the control system and eliminate other structural

tests in the interest of minimizing program costs.

2.4 FLUTTER

Flutter prevention on past technology demonstrators has consJ,'ed of a flutter analysis

supplemented with a ground vibration test to verify the vibratt,m mode "hapes and frequencies,

and a flight flutter test at the critical flight condition. The V/STOL technology demonstrator,

having a relatively small unswept wing and being small and relatively stiff, will tend to have
higher modal frequencies and good frequency separation. It is, therefore, considered that the

conventional flutter analysis and testing is sufficient, and the risk of encountering a flutter

condition within the flight envelope is small.
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3.0 AERODYNAMIC CONFIGURATION

3.1 SPECIAL FEATURES

Model 1041-134 does not present any unique aerodynamic problems that cause undue

uncertainty about achieving the required performance levels. However, since there arc

presently no experimental data on this particular configuration, there arc several areas that

require verification data and some tailoring activity in the whld tunnel. The items requiring
attention are .,,:'ound effects in broth the VTO and STO modes: iI:teractior_ between the air-

frame and the fan efflux at moderate and high nacelle tilt angles; interference between the

body and the nacelles in the cruise configuration; nacelle external flow separation at high

nacelle tilt angles: and wing separation at high descent angles in transition flight. Them items

will be discussed relative to known dat_J and planned test programs in the following para-

graphs. They are divided into those that will cequire verification data only, and those that
may result in some configuration tailoring in the wind tunnel.

3.2 VERIFICATION DATA FROM WIND TUNNEL TESTS

The following items require verification data from wind tunnel tests but present no risk to
the program.

3.2.1 STO GROUND EFFECTS

The presence of the ground _austs clwm,,e._ in the aerodynamic forces that mull be taken into

accovnt in calculating STO performa-ce. Mode[ and flight test data on ground effects exist

for various STOL configurations, but the problem is highly configuration-dependent and the

ability to predict these effects for new cotlfigurations is limited. At high lift coefficients the

effect is usually to reduce the lift: however, at least one powered lift configuration _AMST

YC-14) has shown a lift gain. The design goal for STOL perlbrm;ulce of model 1041-134 is

a 1000-ft takeoff field length with I I terminal area cycles per mtsskm. If ground effects are

not considered, the performance is calculated to be 14 cycles with less than 400 ft of takeoff

field length. This allows a considerable inargin for advcr._ grouild ct'fect._ before compromising
the design goals.

3.2.2 AIRFRAME-PROPUI.SION INTERFERENCE

Interaction between the propulskm system flow (nacelle inflow and fan elflux) and the basic

flowfield of the unpowered co_ffiguration must be considered. Because of the large fan mass

flow and the close proximity of tile fan el'flux to the _iNg tra;.ling edge at high nacelle tilt
angles, interaction effects arc expected to t_e subsk_atial.

For a jet cxitirzg downward at s_nw angle from the trailing edge of a wing. it is w '11established
from theory, wind tunnel tcsting, alid flight tcstblg that a i',:,orable interference occurs (the

jet flap cffcctL Becausc of difficulties in accotmtillg fo[ entrainment of l]ow into the jet and

predicting the jet path at forward .speeds, the magnitude of the favnrablc effect is not readily
predictable for a new configuratiot_.

t_



Inorder to eliminate any risk to the program from this soul ce, no credit has been taken for

favorable interference effects in calculating STG perlormance.

3.2.3 WING STALL AT HIGH DESCENT ANGLES

)uring a vertical landipg, the flightpath is very steep and extreme wing angles of attack are

encountered; however, this generally occurs at very low speeds. If the, ring stalls at too low

an angle, the resulting buffet could impose a limit on the flight envelope.

The prediction of wing stall angle can be made by using wind tunnel data for the particular

configuration together with empirical correlations to correct to full-scale conditions. A large

amount of data from past airplanes are available to aid in making tiffs prediction. In the present

study, the preliminary estimates have been made based on wind tunnel data from the YC-14,
which has the same airfoil as model 1041-134; corrections were made for aspect ratio and

sweep. The wind tunnel program will provide a more exact basis for predicting stall of this

particular configuration.

Stalling of the wing at steep flightpath angles causes a buffet problem only if it occurs at a

condition where the wing load is an appreciable part of the total lift. For ala approach with a

1000-fpm descetlt rate, it is calculated that wing stall onset occurs at a speed of 37 kn if the

airplane attitude is level with the ground. Under these conditions, the wing has a total lift of
only about 6cA of the airplane we.ight, the rest of the lift being due to direct thrust. Under

these conditions, the effects of wing stall buffet on the airplane are expected to be negligible.

3.3 CONFIGURATION TAILORING IN WIND TUNNEL

The following items may require some configuration tailoring in the wind tunnel; however, no

large configuration changes are anticipated and risks to the program from these sources are low.

3.3.1 VTO GROUND EFFECTS

For hovering flight near the ground, the jet induces secondary forces on the airplane that may

result in either a gain or a loss in net lifting for,:e. If a loss of lift should occur, it would be

necessary to off load fuel for the VTO mission. A lift loss of 4';_ of thrust would result in

reducing the number of VTOL terminai area cycles per mission to five compared to the pre-
sent calculation of eight. This would still mcct the design goal for the technology aircraft. A

qualitative as_ssment of the ground effe,'t, based ola comparison t_l"model 1041-134 with var-
ious configuratiolas for which data are ava]'able, indicates that a positive or neutral lift change

is likely. However, this effect has proved to be sensitive to the at_glcs of the jets relative to the

ground, and it may be necessary to make small changes in the jet toe-in angles to achieve the
best result. This change, made eaay in the program, would have _,o effect on the cost or schedule

and therefore presents no risk to the program.

10



3.3.2 NACELLE-BODY INTERFERENCE

The fan nacelles are in close proximity to the body and are relatively large compared to con-

ventional configurations. This will require special attention to minimize the nacelle-body

interference drag in the cruise configuration, However, the aft fuselage is a very common

location for engines and considerable data are available from the 727 airplane program. De-

sign methods are available for findip.g naceUe and body contours that will avoid excessive
interference drag at cnlise speeds. ( onfirmation and final tailoring of the contours will be

done in the high-speed wind tunnel *,ests.

For crui_ drag calculations, a conservative approach was taken to estimate the nacelle-body

interference by assuming an interference factor of 1.8. If the actual interference factor turns
out to be 25q_ higher (i.e., 2.25%), the fert3, range would be reduced by only about 2%.

Present ferry range is considered to be adequate at 435 nmi, and small reductions are not -

considered to be a major factor in the program.

3.3.3 NACELLE EXTERNAL FLOW SEPARATION

For STOL and VTOL transition operation the nacelles will be tilted at high angles relative to

the flow. The external naceUe flow will be separated, which requires consideration of the

possibility of buffet, especially if periodic vortex shedding occurs.

Two previous ah'planes with til_i ag ducts have successfully flown VTOI transitions, the Doak

VZ-4DA and the Bell X-22A. The latter has reportedly flown almost 500 transitions (inbound

amd outbound). The tilting ducts on these airplanes have length-to-diameter ratios of about

0.5 compared to a value of about 1.25 for model 1041-134. The larger length-to-dimensional

ratio may tend to make the wake more closely resemble that of a t_o-dimensional cylinder.
This raises some concern of periodic vortex shedding (which has been shown to exist even at

the very high Reynolds numbers of concern here). This problem, which requires full-scale
Reynolds number for simulation, will be investigatedduring the test planned for the Ames

40- by 80-ft wind tunnel.

If a problem of vortex shedding from the nacelles at high angles should develop during the

wind tunnel test program, it is anticipated that this can be solved by the addition of aerody-

namic devices on the nacelles. One possibility would be the addition of strakes along the
nacelle sides. This would result in small weight and cruise drag increases, and a somewhat

large ira.tease in drag at high nacelle tilt angles could result. As discussed in section 3.2.1,

STO performance is well in excess of design goals, and the impact of this drag increase would
be small.

11
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4.0 PROPULSION SYSTEM

The propulsion system includes a number of basic and unique components and features to

which special consideration wii! be given to ensure the design goals are achieved. These

include: the lift/cntise inlets; the variable area tan nozzle and yaw vanes; the nose fan inlet,

nozzle, and nozzle vectoring vanes; the lift/cruise engines and their integration with the fan;

and the transmission and shafting system and its integration with the propulsion system
components.

4.1 LIFT/CRUISE FAN INLET

The inlet must provide the required amount of airflow to the fan at high total pressure
recovery, and with acceptable distortion to the fan and core engine over a large range of

operating conditions. A short, lightweight inlet is an additional design goal. The estimated

inlet angle of attack at various conditions is shown in table 4. The most difficult design con-
ditions occur during approach when the inlet angle of attack is 80 ° to 90 ° and the speed is
75 to 100 kn.

Li_cruise tilting propulsion pods have been demonstrated on the Doak VTOL research air-

plane and the X-22A VTOL research airplane, both which had tilting subsonic pods with

ducted propellers geared to engines in the fuselage. The VJ-101C was a V/STOL fighter with

tilting afterbuming turbojets with supersonic intakes. The ducted p"opellers operated success-

fully with fixed geometry subsonic inlets, whereas the VJ-101 C, because of the supersonic
inlet, used a translating inlet cowl that opened a slot for low-speed operation.

Fixed geometry inlets are currently used on most subsonic airplanes. Fixed geometry inlets

have been tested at high angles of attack by Boeing under NASA contract (ref. 1) and by
NASA-Lewis (ref. 2). Fixed geometry inlet models were tested up to 80 ° at 80 kn and up to

60 ° at 120 kn at certain conditions without internal flow separation, as shown in figure 5

(see ref. 2). This compares with the 1041-134 V/STOL requirement of 90 ° at 75 kn and

60 ° at 125 kn. tt is considered that an acceptable fixed inlet can be designed by extending
the inlet contraction ratio to values above the maximum values of 1.56.

Another method of designhlg the lift/cruise inlet is by the use of variable geometry. This type

of inlet provides a large, distortion-free operating envelope, but is heavier and more complex

than the fixed lip inlet. A 1/12th-scalc model era blow-in-door inlet has been tested at angles
from 0° to 90 ° and velocities from 0 to 150 kn with acceptable recovery and distortion (see

ref. 3). At cruise Math numbers of 0.7 and 0.8, acceptable external drag and good inlet

recovery were obtained. The fan inlet distortion pattern obtained at a = 90 ° and V 0 = 100 kn
is shown in figure 6. An evaluation of this distortion shows it to be within the distortion

tolerance of the engine.

The fixed geometry inlet development program provide.s a high level of confidence that

satisfactory inlet performance will be achieved. The blow-in-door inlet is the alternative in
the event the fixed geometry inlets appear marginal in performance during the wind tunnel

program. The consequence of not achieving the full angle-of-attack capability will be a re-

duction in the V/STOL takeoff and approach corridor. ExperieNce with inlets at high angles

PRECEDING PAGE BLAN_ NOT FILMED
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ol attack show that operation over most of tile V/STOL range will be possible and any

diminution of the V/STOL corridor will be small.

A three-dimensional potential flow and appropriate boundary layer analysis will be made to

determine the inlet lines of three fixed geometry inlets and one blow-in-door inlet model.

These inlets will be tested in the Boeing 9- by 9-ft wind tunnel. The best of these inlets will
be tested on the Hamilton Standard Q-Fan with the T55 engine in the Ames 40- by 80-ft

wind tunnel, where the capability of the inlets at high angle of attack will be demonstrated

prior to the program go-ahead.

Subsequent scale-model testing in the 9- by 9-ft tunnel and with the 20-in. turbo _imulator at

Lewis will test addiqonal operating conditions applicable to the T701 lift/cruise engine that
are not demonstrated in the Q-Fan tests. Tests on the airplane with a crosswind simulator and

at high taxi speeds will demonstrate full-scale inlet operation prior to flight.

4.2 VARIABLE AREA FAN NOZZLE AND YAW CONTROL VANES

The fan nozzle needs exit variations from full open at low speed (e.g., hover) to about 70% of
this at cruise and loiter. Variable area nozzles have been built for many afterburning turbofans

and turbojets. Because the fan airflow is cool, a low-drag, leak-free nozzle is planned. Vanes in

the fan exhaust are needed to provide yaw control for the low-speed flight control system. The

vanes are similar to flight control elevators or flaperons and have been used in previous appli-

cations of ducted propellers (e.g., refs. 4 and 5).

The low-speed performance can be attained with no variable nozzle area. The high..speed
maximum thrust ecill be down, and the loiter SFC will be up if a nonvariable nozzle is used.

Although yaw control can be obtained from the nose fan only, the resulting side force coupling

can best be eliminated with vanes in the lift/cruise fan.

Yaw vanes will be tested with the Q-Fan in the 40- by 80-ft Ames wind tunnel., he variable

area nozzle desl.gn will be based on technology used on current nozzle and thrust reverser

designs. The primary nozzle will be a conventional fixed area nozzle.

4..3 NOSE LIFT FAN INSTALLATION

The fan installation is similar to fan instaliations that have been developed in various programs

for fan-in-wing and fan-in-fuselage installations (see refs. 6 and 7).

Inlet lines will be analyzed using the three-dimensional potential flow analysis as described in

reference 8, and an appropriate boundary layer analysis. Tests in the Boeing 9- by 8-ft tunnel

will be made to verify this design. Yaw control vectoring vanes and other installation features

will be designed from previous experience and data in the literature. The fan and gearbox wilt

be developed by Hamilton Standzrd ba_d on their previous experience with variable pitch

fans and gearboxes (see ref. 9 for 55-in. Q-Fan test results).
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4.4 LIFT/CRUISE ENGINE AND INTEGRATION WITH FAN

Hamilton Standard's fan development will rely heavily upon their past experience with their
variable pitch Q-Fan. They have successfully developed and tested a 55-in. 1.18 fan pressuie

ratio variable pitch fan (ref. 9). The 62-in. fail development will be a direct e×tensi-n of

currently demonstrated hardware. The Hamilton Standard development schedule is show_l in

figure 7. This development plan includes incorporation of blade design features to withstand
bird strikes. Schedule time is allotted to conduct bird-strike tests.

The Allison TT01 as currently used in the Vertol heavy lift helicopter is below the horsepower

required to meet the contingency (engine-out) requirement for model 1041-134. To increase

the power output of the T701, the power turbine will be modified and a water/alcohol injec-

tion system will be used for the emergency condition. The water/alcohol system is currently
operational on the Allison T56 turboshaft engine and will be modified to meet the requirements

of the TT01. An assessment of the V/STOL performance capability may be obtained from the

static thrust and weight data. The static thrust available is a function of ambient temperature,

as shown in figure 4. Both contingency thrtist with one engine out, one engine driving three
fans, mid takeoff thrust, two _,,.lgines driving three fans, are shown. The contingency thrust
at 90 ° F is the base point at 21 000 lb. Most conservatively, it may be considered constant

with temperature with water usage decreasing so that none is required at 60 ° F. If the water

rate is continued (which is the simplest design condition)_ but no credit is taken for increased

compressor performance, the performance shown on the second line is available with

21 700 lb of thrust at 60 ° F. The 1"701 compressor operation may be limited at the high

N/,,]0- associated with water injection on a standard day. For this reason only the added
thrust resulting from the increased mass flow of the water itself is considered. The third line

with 22 500 lb of thrust on a standard day will be achieved if the compressor operation is

not limited at the increased corrected speed. Allison's development and test program (fig. 8)

will include a contingency test of the modified T701 with water/alcohol injection to determine

if the required horsepower is attainable. If, however, the required power level is not achieved,
the program will continue with the fall integration; modifications will be made to the

system and another contingency test will be run on the second engine. The fan-plus-engine

testing will also determine if the normal vertical thrust requirements will be met. This will be

a low-risk item due to the thrust margins av_dlable at these conditions, as shown in table 3.

If the contingency thrust of 21 000 lb on a 90 ° 1: day is llot achieved, a slight limiting of the

operational envelope will result. [:or example, the hovering altitude from which a vertical
landing at 12 ft/sec can be made as a function of a possible thrust loss is shown in figure 9. A

thrust loss of 1200 Ib will reduce the thrttst to the emergency weight. After a loss of 1500 lb

the safe hovering attitude is reduced to 35 It on a hot day.

Engine backpressuring effects at Low altitude,'; will llot be a problem d tic to adequate primary
nozzle ground clearance. Reference 10 suggests that f_r a ground clearance of one nozzle diam-

eter or more, the backpressttril,g el't'ccts are minimal. Test_,; will detertnine the effects of ground

clearance on the lift/cruise-fan-i,hts-cngine nacelle,. A moderate thrust lo_s is tolerable due to

the thrust margins imlicated in the table.



5.0 MECHANICAL SYSTEM

The mechanical fan arive system interconnects the fans for both driving and flight control load
transfer power. The. system includes the shafting, gearboxes, and front fall clutch. Each ele-

ment in the drive t;a!n is critical to the design of the total airplane system.

The mechanical trai_smiss_.on, with the exception of the front fan clutch, is essentially state

of the art and does not require development testing. The clutch wilt be developed to ensure

availability for 'Jle teclmology demonstrator. Features will be incorporated in the basic system
design to ensure low cockpit noise, and sufficient testing and analysis will be done to ensure

that the engines, shafts, fans, gearboxes, and fuselage do not have adverse dynamic coupling.

Each of the areas are discussed ha detail in the following paragraphs.

5.1 TRANSMISSION DRIVE SHAFT AND GEARS

The mechanical transmission shaft operating speeds and leads are within those currently used
on production helicopters. The ,_piral bevel gearing loads _nd stress levels will be less than the

demonstrated capability of the UTTAS helicopters and expected of the HLH. The engine

reduction gearing is typical of that used in the T56 engine. Although the reduction gears will
be tinning at a higher rotational speed, the lubrication envilonment is less severe because the

unit is operated with a fixed (instead of rotating) planet carrier.

The shaft and gear key design areas and related experience are shown in table 5 and figure 10.

Shaft design experience on the Boeing helicopters is compared to the 1041-133 airplane in
figure I 1.

Vertol, in conjunction with Allison, has developed analysis techniques to calculate rim stress

and resonant stress levels that exist in the gearing but were not predicted by conventional AGMA

techniques. Therefore, the ability to design the spiral bevel gears required by the V/STOL air-

plane is within the demonstrated state of the art, and the spiral bevel gear stresses are to be

maintained at levels below those experi,:nced in the HLH and UTTAS helicopter designs. The

drive system design bevel gear stress comparison to state of the art is shown in figure 12.

In the event that the gearing or shaft elements would prove marginal, the effect on airplane

performance requirements would be minimal. Litnitcd performance ground tests, and possible

flight tests, could be conducted under partial power until appropriate fixes could be determined.
(A typical example woukt be the HLlt _piral bevel gear sets where the DSTR tests have continued

at partial load until the improved gear sets could be incorporated.) Then the full spectrum of

operating conditions could be run. I-i_cessivc gear-train power losses would be minimal and

have a relatively minor effect on the total airplane operuting envelope because of associated

loss of thrust. The loss prediction mt'thods are based on empirical methods established by
previous experience with nulnerot_s gearboxes: thins, tosses can be calculated with considerable
confidence.

Shop requirements and test facilities are typical of those )]ceded for the IILH. For the technol-

ogy demonstrator, only one major test rig appt:urs to be required. This would lest the combiner
box, clutch, and shafts.
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Tile transmission program schedule will allow for minor fixes. Major problems that could result

in a program extension are not anticipated because of the development work and production

techniques already available for the airplane.

5.2 FRONT FAN CLUTCH

Tile front fan clutch must be capable of accelerating the front fan to full rpm under drag load

conditions, synchronize the shaft speeds, and provide positive engagement. Clutches capable

of accomplishing these requirements arc based oi1 Vertol past experience with friction clutches
designed to engage reciprocating engines to helicopter rotor drives and rotor brake technology.

The ability to handle high-torque clutching requirements and high energy absorption by clutch

material is not the basic problem; the task is to develop u controlled actuation clutch that will

meet the airplane requirements at an acceptable weight. Vertol has experience with graphite
brake disks capable of absorbing high heat loads per unit weight and sustaining high centrif-

ugal speeds that will be applicable to the clutch design.

The program costs include development work on a suitable clutch, ttowever, a minimum of two
clutch designs arc to be pursued after init!al analytical screening and possibly some preliminary

development testing. The second clutch design will probably be more conservative and heavier;

this would provide backup capability in the event that the prime clutch candidate should prove

inadequate.

5.3 COCKPIT NOISE--GEAR TRAINS

The noise level in the cockpit will be a composite of gear-train noise and engine noise. The

noise levels of gear trains w_ry widely between gear trains and manufacturers. The transmission

of noise is dependent on the gearbox, mounting, structure, and spectral freque|acy range at

which the noise is generated.

For this airplane the dominant noise occurs during takeoff with the front elm engaged. The fan

turns at 3500 rpm and the shaft at 11 500 rl_m. If ullsupl_ressed, the gear train would produce

overall sound pressure level (OASPLI = 08 dB and speech interference level (PSIL) = 78 dB

noise, dominated by noise at 4000 }tz, at the crew compartment. The peak noise occurs at
frequencies corresponding to the tooth-nlcshing frequency of reduction bocci gears. Through

proper gearbox design, constrttction, mounting, and cockt,it insulation treatmcnt, the resulting
noise level is reduced to OASPI+= 74 dB and PSIL = <,S dB. The treattl+ent is primarily for

reducing the high-frequcncy 14000-ttz) noise conaponent. Materials and procedttres for reducing

this frequency arc well e._tablished.

in normal flight, with the front fan ._hut d,_wn, the gear |_oise ill the cockpit reduce.s to approx-

imately OASPL = (_4 dB. These cruise noise levels silk,aid not affect crew comfort and efficiency.

The program will include gearing noi._ considcrati_)ns to en._urc proper design for required

cockpi! noise levels.
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5.4 ENGINE/TRANSMISSION/AIRPLANE DYNAMIC COMPATIBILITY

Tests will be made to ensure that the dynamic characteristics of tile transmission, engine, and

airplane are compatible so as to prevent dynamic coupling, which could cause instability and/or
component failure.

The dynamics of each element-engine, shafts, gearboxes, and support structure--are well
understood. The dynamic effects on the.airplane and propulsion system when the airplane is

operated as a system will be evaluated by analysis ground rig and airplane tests. This procedure
is the same as that normally followed in helicopter development testing and includes analyti-

cally modeling the propulsion system to previde total torsional dynamic simulation.

If propulsion system dynamic instability is found during development testing, fixes required
to provide adequate damping can be readily deten_ined and instability eliminated by simple

shaft redesign. Instability discovered during airplane tc_ts would probably result in a limited

airplane performance profile until appropriate design solutions are made.

To ensure adequate propulsion/airplane system dynamic compatibility, the required ground

tes*. rig will b_ .ased. An iron ground rig using engines, fans, and transmission is considered

basic to the program and would provide propulsion system dynamic response. Total evalua-

tion could be obtained from a ground test vehi,:le (GTV), which utilizes the airplane fuselage

buildup, engines, and transmission. The GTV fig would require a second fuselage section and

probably add cost to the program, but might eliminate some airplane ground testing.

The cost of the test schemes must be evaluated to determine effects on program cost and

schedule. The basic test fits withiu the program schedule: the GTV might not. Failure to

accomplish adequate testing could require a program schedule extension to evaluate any

problems encountered.
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6.0 FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM

The technical areas that are treated in this section are as follows:

• Development of the aerodynamic configuration

• Analytical definition of tile flight stabilizing and e6ntrol system

• Implementation and integration of the flight stabilization and control system

The Boeing model 1041 airplane has all the VTOL features for sate operation in the powered

flight regime. The mechanical interconnect transmission gives excellent engine-out flying

qualities, The fan blade angle control gives the airplane excellent VTOL handling qualities.

The major design emphasis will be on hover, transition, and conversion operating modes.

Conventional flight poses no special problems. Standard, reliable design procedures and well-

known de3ign criteria will be used to achieve the desired results with good success. A typical

list of the areas that will receive the most emphasis are:

• Definition of hover and transition aerodynamics

Integration of the basic VTOL flight control elements (blade angle and thrust vector
vane angle) with the conventional controls duril_g transition

• Definition of flight control laws for hover transitior_, and conversion

• Implementation for a digital "l!y-by-wire" flight control system

The design goals for these areas can be reached within time and cost guidelines by applying

state-of-the-art technology and off the-shelf hardware. An import_lnt ingredient is the

Boeing experience gained in directly applicable programs (heavy lift helicopter and YC-14)

that allows goals to be defined with confidence. VTOL flight control power and response

times are not problem areas. The secret to ._ucces._ i_ sy_tcnl intcgratiotl usillg a state-of-the-

art fly-by-wire C/SAS digital system combiiicd with timely wind-tunrlel-v_didatcd airplalae

dynamics, "pilot in the loop" flight simulut.io_ testing, timely delivery of herdwur¢, and a well-

planned system grotmd test .'rod qualification program.

6. I AERODYNAMIC CONFIGU RATION DEVELOPMENT

Model 1041 is a reasonably conventional aerodynamic conliguration cllaractcrized by a large

lift/cruise fan nacelle, a small witlg, and a large tail. Control system augmentation for the

rudder, stabihzer, or aileron will not bca _alcty of flight item in conventional tqight. Conse-

quently, the design cmphas_ can be placed on the powered lift flight regime with low risk :is

long as the airplane c_m make an emergency cot:ventlonal takcoft and/or lallding.

PRE]CI/_ING PAGE B_ I_OT FILM]_
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In sumnlary, the risk is that inadequate definition of the transition aerodynamic character-

isti,:s will result in restrictions to tile airplane tlight envelope due to inadequate trim capability.
This risk can be reduced to acceptable values by a well-planned and timely wind tunnel test

program.

The important features of the powered flight regime that will be e:uphasized in the early wind
tunnel test are:

Longitudinal trim and control requirements, il_cluding induced and inlet momentum

effects

• Flow field at the empennage ............

• Moment comparisons in and out of ground effects including the effect of airplane attitude.

High angle-of-attack an J sideslip data for steep descent, crosswind, and gust sensitivity
evaluations

• Thrust vectoring performance of tl,, contrc, I vanes in the fan slipstream

The stability of the unaugmented airfr_tme in conventional flight will be reasonable. The

design goal is to develop the configuration in the first series of wind tunnel tests so that an

emergency conventional takeoff or landing is possible without stability or cotltrol augmentation.
The high angle of attack and sideslip boundary will bc defined such that high AOA flight

safety can be acliicvcd by suitable pilot warning techniques [,stick shaker, lights, or horn). When

these design goals are achieved the design attention can bc focused on the VTOL flight envelope.
Early definition of the VTOL transitiol_ a_ld colwersio,a trim requirements anti the !low field at

the empennage are important. The flow field at the horizontal tail is largely affected by the lift/
cruise fan nacelle incidence and thrust. I)owNwltsh angles in the order of 45 ° are expected (but

at very low airspeeds). The first series of _ind tunnel tests will be iL_ed to define a schedule
between horizontal tail incidence and tulcclle incidence that will keep the nominal tail angle of

attack in a reasonable rzmgc such that dcllections from |lle nomillal can bc _lsed for trim and

control in the airspeed range t'roln 50 kn to convcrsinn. Below about 50 kn the horizoiltal

tail is not important.

The horizontal tail incidence envelope will be large but the litail configtlration is arranged to

allow for this t'cature. The horizontal tail p_,ncl for model 1041 is the _ame size as the panel of

the 1985 airplat_c, while the willg area has been reduced by one-third. The rcstdt is a large tail
volume coefficiellt of 0.q. The design philosophy is that tail spar, to match the nacelle span is

more important than matching wing arc:l-ha.,_'d coefficients, lifts is a conservative approach.

As a result, the airplane shotdd ha_c an extremely wide r_mge of allowable center of weights

and still tricot gtfidelinc requirements t_r :l slahility margin of 5'-; wing mean aerodynamic chord

with low risk.

The t]ow field at the vcrtic;d t'ill is complicated by pr,_Iml_ivc il_tcrfcrcncc effects. |!xalllination

of the data for collfigt|raliOllS that feature aft Iusclagc nacel!c_ mdicatc_ it trend I(,.v.ard sldlic

directional instability. In_tabillty will not COlllprOllll_C inodcl 1041 bcc:ttlsc rudtlcr ,'ontrtq

power is not affected. Rudder ctmtr_fl cI Iccti_cnc_ cot1113hlctl with the V I ()1 .va_ ct,ntrol :,l_,|

'ql "1
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VTOL C/SAS will easily mask the directional instability without using tile undersirable option

of enlarging ;he vertical fin. The vertical fin has a fair-sized ventral panel (tail bumper to pro-

tect the lift/cruise nacelle). On model 1041-134, this panel should have a stabiliziiag effect

that is better than on tile 1985 airplane.

The wing trailing edge allows the integration of a flap and aileron lateral control that can be

powerful enough to provide all tile lateral control at airspeeds above I00 to 125 kn. The high

lift system will be tailored so that the conversion corridor is at least 20% of stall speed for

normal operation and 10% with one engine out. These features will be validated in the first
series of wind tunnel tests. Any modifications will be made in ample time so that the final

tailoring 2an be validated as necessary to be evaluated in tile flight control system studies of

flightpath control. The key to success and low risk is timely wind tunnel testing well before

scheduled engineering releases.

Tile VTOL flight control system dominates the aircraft at speeds below 90 kn. The quick

response of the fan-thrust-to-blade-angle change produces powerful roll and pitch control

molrlents. They can trim the airplarLe with engine out and produce attitude maneuver accel-
erations more than twice the guideline requirements. This conclusion is based on a conserva-

tive analysis of the airplane. Trim requirements are based on conservative margins for momen-
tum moments, induced moments, ground effects moments, engine-out moments, and gyro-

scopic effects.

The VTOL yaw control vanes in the slipstream of tile fans need special consideration. Several
tradeoffs in vane orientation have been made before arriving at the test configuration. The

selected system features design simplicity wltile achieving the design goal that allows develop-

ment of pure control moments throughout transition (no cross-axis control coupling) with a

simple interconnect between nacelle angle and vane angle.

6.2 ANALYTICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM

The analytical development phase includes these major items:

• l)efinition of the airplane mathematical model

• Definition of the flight control laws

• Simulation of the flight control system

• Definition of the specifications of flight control system hardware for procurement

• hnplemcntation of software for the digital flight control computer

A flight simulator will be used in all phases of the flight control system, beginning with
definition of contr_,l laws and remaining dominant lhroughout the flight test phase in terms of

pilot checkout. Boeing has demonstrated capability in a number of simulator-based studies. A

typical simulator description is shown in figure 13. A discussion of flight simulation and how

it impacts llight control system design is discus_d in the following paragraph_.
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The flight simulation program is planned to ensure an acceptable level of safety and reduce

technical and design risks. Initially, the flight simulator will be used to provide design require-

ments and design confirmation. Later the simulator will be used to predict airplane flight
characteristics with particular emphasis on flying qualities, transition to and from the powered

lift regime, control system failure states, and engine-out control. Prior to first flight, the simu-

lator will be used to familiarize project pilots with the airplane's operating characteristics and

to develop flight test procedures.

Tile initial simulations will use estimated aerodynamic characteristics and will evaluate tile

baseline control augmentation and stability augmentation systems. This test period is struc-

tured to evaluate flying qualities for takeoff and landing flight conditions-all-engine and

engine-out. Results will support planning for the final wind tunnel test and provide a data

base for control system design requirements including control law specification, feel system

requirements, C/SAS authority limits, and actm_tor rate requirements.

Tile next test period will take place after data from wind tunnel tests are available. The con-

trol system will be updated to represent the current design. The test goal is to verify tile air-

frame/propulsion system integration and control system design and to demonstrate the airplane's

safety and evaluate its flight research potential. Control system validation is a key element since
a flight control system specification tbr system components will be released lbllowing tiffs test.

6.3 HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT AND SYSTEM INTEGRATION

The secret to success in the ha_ :lware phase is tile timely availability of hardware so that ade-

quate bench testing and system integration can be made without holding up other airplane

system development, The risk is low because the flight control systems will be composed of

components that are clearly state of the art, and have been flight proven in other programs.
Hardware will be selected based on Boeing experience with the component and its manufac-

urer's capability.

Several control system implementations are under consideration. Tradeoffs will be made to

ensure that NASA gets the most research capability value per dollar. The s,,stems under consider-

ation are:

q

Full-time, fuU-authority automatic sy,_tem with a triplex or quadruplex digital logic and

fly-by-wire links

• Simplex digital automatic system with backup triplex direct analog fly-by-wire- links

Simplex direct analog links for the rudders, ailerons and stabilizer combined with either

an analog or digital fly-by-wire _utomatic system

Both digital computers anti fly-by-wire links are desirable to technology. There is no doubt lhat

fly-by-wire has all the fcaturc,_ that make for a good flighl control system. Figure 14 is a good

definition of fly-by-wire benefits. I)igitM flight computers are slate of the art and Boeing has

tile experience to take advantage of the technology. Figure 15 is a flight control technology map

for V/SI'OL airplanes. C'lcarly digital fly-by-wire is within the slate of the art. Several digital
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computers are available on an on-the-shelf basis. Cost comparisons made on other programs
indicate the digital implementations are cost effective.

The major elements of the nominal flight control system are:

Logic and Switchhzg

• _.ir data computer

• Digital-to-analog/analog-to-dig/tal converter

• Digital flight control computer

• Engine fuel Control and power management system

Sensors

• Air data sensors (airspeed, altitude, etc.)

• Inertia gyro package

• Rate gyro .package

• Engine torque

• Fan speed

• Acceleration sensors

• Radar altitude

Actuators and Servo Mechanisms

• Fan blade angle actuator and position feedback

• Aerodynamic panel actuator and position feedback

• Vectoring vanes actuator and position feedback

• Nacelle incidence actuator and position feedback

Each flight control element will be selected based on lqight-pro_cn capability. As an example,

the engine fuel control (Allison T701 ) and associated power management control have been

developed for the HLH and can be used directly on model 1041 with minimal change. Thi._
system, described in the next paragraph, was expensive to develop but cheap to modify for the

Boeing model 1041 program with low technical risk.
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The Allison T701 engine contrel system design for the HLH propulsion system couples three
Allison XT70.I-AD-700 engines to a common shaft, which in turn drives two rotors. Three

types of controllers are employed in this system: one power management control: and an engine
electronic control and a hydromechanical fuel control for each engine.

The power management control governs engine speed based on the pilot's selected speed,

provides automatic load sharing between tile engines, and transmits torque and rpm signals to

the cockpit for display. For tile VTOL airplane, tile engines are essentially constant speed,

being operated at maximum continuous rpm during hover and transition flight and at a lower
rpm during cruise for improved performance. The automatic load-sharing circuit will compare

the torque at the output shaft of each engine and transmit signals to the engine electronic

control of the engine operating at tile lower torque output, with tile outer loop speed control

governing rpm of the overall system. Torque increasing signals are used in the inner loop con-

trol to ensure that loss of an engine will have a minimal transient effect on flight operation. By
controlling engine speed and torque, thrust command changes (in terms of fan blade pitch angle

commands) from the primary flight control system are not required in the engine control

circuit. The pilot would have a manual command capability relative to the torque control
loop in addition to the engine speed control.

The engine electronic control and hydromechanical fuel control gover_ each engine's internal

operation. The engine electronic controller manages power turbine speed governing, power

turbine inlet temperature limiting, overspeed protection, automatic start sequencing, and gas
generator and power turbine signal conditioning. The hydromechanical fuel control schedules

gas generator speed, compressor variable geometry, accelerationtdeceleration transients, and
limits fuel flow, gas generator speed, and compressor discharge pressure.

This is just one example of taking advantage of existing technology while at the same time
incurring minimal technical risk.

Boeing Commercial Airplane Company
P.O. Box 3707

Seattle, Washington 98124
June 30, 1975
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Table l,-We/ght and Balance Risk

Item Problem statement Program impact Solution

Structure Airframe weights are the result See table 2 for The design will tolerate

of preliminary analyses in con. summation of a weight increase of 520 Ib

ventional aluminum structure, structure, propulsion (see table 2). A weight

Detailed design could reflect and equipment systems, reduction program instituted

weight increases, weight impact, at the beginning of the design

will be directed at precluding

weight increases.

Propulsion

itlcluding

-Fans

-Engines

-Drive

system

Airframe

systems

Operation

weight

Payload

Fuel

Takeoff

weight

Emergency

landing

weight

Primarily vendor data developed

from existing hardware. Signi-

ficant deviations from these

weight levels are not antici-

pated; however, a propulsion

weight increase will increase

the balancing payload require-

ment.

The research airplane systems are

minimal except for flight control

systems.

Of the operating weight items,

the propulsion system and flight

control systems are considered

a moderate risk.

3"he payload design requirement

= 2500 lb. This also satisfies

the balance requirement of

2250 lb.

Normal V/STOL takeoff weight

provides for mission fuel in

excess of the gu [deline flight

test program.

The emergency landing fuel

allowance of 600 Ib is provided

for an emergency landing.

The probability of a weight in-

crease and thrust degradation

to the point that the thrust/

weight margin is !_,ss than 1.05

is low.

The probability of weight

increase and emergency thrust

degradation to the point that

thrust-to.weight margin is less

than 1,03 may be significant.

Potential operating

weight impact =

1900 lb.

Flight test equipment

cannot exceed 2500 lb.

The fuel will provide for

eight V/STOL research

missions. The number of

required research missions

is five.

Emergency landing proce-

dure is easily accomplished

within 1 to 2 rain; 2 rain

are available.

in event the weight

control program cannot

be met, only 250 Ib of

payload can be offloaded

due to aircraft balance.

Same as above.

The design incorporates ex-

cess research mission capability

(fuel} and excess payload

capability.

Takeoff thrust levels provide

a T/W margin sufficiently

greater than 1.0 including the

impact of weight risk to make

a good VTOL demonstrator.

Emergency thrust levels requested

from the propulsion manufacturers

include the impact of weight

reduction and weight growth to

extent described above.

PR_EDING PAGE BLANK NOT F]LME_
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Table 2,-Operating Margin

Item

Emergency thrust available

1.03g margin requirement

Minimum flying weight

Emergency fuel and water/alcohol

Operating weight plus payload permissible

Payload required

Maximum permitted operating weight

Operating weight estimated

Weight growth tolerance

Possible weight growth estimate

Emergency thrust (Ib)

Hot day,
water

injection

21 000

-610

20 390

-970

19 420

-2 500

I$ 920

16 400

520

1 900

Standard
day

m

21 700

-610

21 090

-970

20 120

-2 500

17 620

16 400

1 220

1 900

Table 3.-Comparison of Thrust A_ailable With Required Thrust

Condition

Normal vertical

lending

Vertical

takeoff

Emergency landing

Thrust required, Ib

23 600

23 600

20 480

Thrust available, SL 90 ° F, Ib '

27 680

27 680

21 000

.. . ....
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Figure l.-Mu/timission Airplane, Model 104 I- 133
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Figure 2.- Technology Airplane, Model 104 I- 134
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Force, (b

29 x 103

28

27

26

25

24

23

22

21

2O

Takeoff thrust avan_bie

two engines, three fans

Q Flat rating-no water required at 80 ° F

Q Thrust increase due to mass flow of water;

compressor is N._" limited.

Q Full potential-water and no N x,t_ " limits

1220 Ib I

- Wefght margin

_ Contingency thrust
-_ available; one engine.

_ _,_ three fans--water�alcohol

augmentation

.... ®/

l /
60 70

L_E_ergertcy thrust required

(Weight x 1.03)

L , l
80 90

Tempe aI_ re. o F
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• Inlet: blow-indoor

• Condition 3.6340

• Reference 3

• V0 = 100 kn
• 0{ = 90 °

0.99 I

0.99
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!
I

PT28vg I
= 0.9598
t

PT 0 I

wj'-E2 I!
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A 2 82 I
I

.96
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Figure 6.--Fat_ Face Total Pressure Distribution
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• Contingency thrust required-20 400 Ib

• C_ntingency thrust available-21 000 Ib

• One engine, three fans

• go° day

•V=O

,.p

=

0
"C3

o

t_
e-*

140

120

100

8O

60

4O

2O

Terminal sink rate
over 12 fps

I I, L I l
1200 1600 2000 2400 2800

,I
32O0

A_rplane tbrtJst loss, Ib

Figure 9,-Effect of Airplane, Thrdst Loss on a Safe, Emergency L ._tlding
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Figure l O.-Overrum_ing Clutch Exper/ence
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Figure 11.-Boeing-Vertol Helicopter Drive S/raft Experience
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I Handlingqualities

• Control law improvement
• Optimum response
• Precision control
• Reduced turbulence and wake effects
• Reduced stick forces
• Eliminate mechanical nonlinearities

Survivability

• Redundancy
• Dispersion

Reliability-
maintainability

Flight control [system

• Design flexibility
• Reduced weight
• Reduced volume
• Reduced vulnerability
• Decreased cost
• Increased re',iability/maintainability

Fly-

by-
wire

II
IR&D

II

II

I Active

I controls

/ • Improve airplane perforrnance
/ range/payload trim drag

• Structural life
• • Ride quality

• Maneuver load control

k • C.g. control

J Instrument

J visibility

• Simplified equipment installation
• Failure isolation
• Reduced mechanical jams

_.e Cockpit layout flexibility

._ • Reduced visionobstruction
_ • Reduced body motion

( Redundancy "_ • Improved controllers

Figure 14.-Why Fly-by.Wire?
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Figure 15.- V/STOL Flight Control System Technology


